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Sections 1 - 5
1

STATUTORY ROLE OF THE IMB
The Prison Act 1952 requires every prison to be monitored by an independent Board
appointed by the Secretary of State from members of the community in which the prison
or centre is situated.
The Board is specifically charged to:
(1) satisfy itself as to the humane and just treatment of those held in custody within its
prison and the range and adequacy of the programmes preparing them for release.
(2) inform promptly the Secretary of State, or any official to whom he has delegated
authority as it judges appropriate, any concern it has.
(3) report annually to the Secretary of State on how well the prison has met the
standards and requirements placed on it and what impact these have on those in its
custody.
To enable the Board to carry out these duties effectively, its members have right of access
to every prisoner and every part of the prison and also to the prison’s records.

2 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Main judgements
One sentence assessment
Whilst we have seen clear improvements in the running of the prison, there remain
concerns about the underlying conditions - there is still a need to develop relationships
that will lead to a more rehabilitative culture and provide prisoners with, arguably, their
most valuable commodity: hope.
Are prisoners treated fairly?
Our experience is that prisoners are treated fairly in individual interactions with officers.
The assessments at adjudications and reviews are, for the most part, consistent and
equitable.
Prisoners have been badly let down by the inability of the Ministry of Justice and Her
Majesty’s Prison and Probation Service (HMPPS – formerly NOMS) to put in place a
recruitment and retention framework that provides a sufficient and consistent level of
staffing and therefore a proper and reliable regime. In early November 2016 just 55 out of
a complement of 110 officers were available. The regime was severely restricted with
prisoners being locked up for up to 23 hours a day and missing education courses,
medical appointments and drug treatment courses. This was not treating prisoners fairly.
It led to a riot.
Are prisoners treated humanely?
Prior to the riot of November 2016 the answer was no. The inability to provide basic
items such as soap, cleaning materials and toilet paper was a disgrace. At one stage
prisoners in A-wing had to wait four weeks for letters to be sent home because of a
shortage of envelopes. New prisoners did not always have pillows. There can be no excuse
for this.
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In the last few months there has been a considerable improvement but until the prison is
back to its full complement of inmates, it is impossible to say if these improvements can
be sustained. Whilst the physical layout of the prison cannot be changed the management
team has made great efforts to get the most out of the fabric. All three main wings have
been refurbished, as has the segregation unit (SSU). A new First Night Centre has been
introduced. These are welcome initiatives.
We have concerns about the operation and effectiveness of the process to reduce selfharm and suicide (known as ACCT) and the way in which mental health services are
provided. We do however recognise that there have been improvements in recent months
and trust they will continue.
We are also disappointed that the personal officer scheme has not been implemented in
any meaningful way. We see this as key to addressing some of the fundamental problems
of establishing and then building on positive relationships between staff and prisoners.
Are prisoners prepared well for their release?
Whilst this is mixed picture, on balance we would have to say ‘not very’. The education
service provides good teaching and a variety of courses but only 15 per cent of prisoners
attend. During March and April the prison was unable to escort prisoners to education on
more than half of the occasions.
The very good training facility for cleaning qualifications has been closed for most of the
year and the engineering skills workshop closed in January. There are some bright spots
(for example food safety qualifications) but overall we do not feel that enough is being
done.
The prison is working with a number of organisations around ‘through-the-gate’ services
and subsequent support. Whilst this appears to be effective there is a lack of any
reporting data to assess the outcomes. However, we do know that around 20 per cent of
prisoners leave the jail without any place to go to or accommodation for the night.
Main Areas for Development
TO THE MINISTER
i)

Ensure that all prisons have sufficient staff to run decent and humane regimes on
a consistent basis;

ii)

Oversee full implementation of the Personal Officer scheme in all prisons leading
to increases in the quality of prison life as rated by prisoners; and

iii)

Request an increase to the funding available to NHS Trusts to improve the
commissioning and delivery of mental health services in prison with a specific
emphasis on reducing incidents of self-harm and suicide.

TO THE PRISON SERVICE
i)

Provide the necessary capital investment to make the wall-side windows throwover proof and so reduce, significantly, the opportunity for drugs to come into
the prison (para 8.24); and

ii)

Provide the much needed funding for improvements to the central heating
system (para 11.2).
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TO THE GOVERNOR
i)

Better processes are needed for chasing and charting the progress of property
from prison to prison – the process of uniting prisoners with their belongings is
cumbersome and overly lengthy (para 8.10);

ii)

The ACCT process often does not achieve the required outcome of individuals
and needs improvement in focus and training (para 8.13 – 8.21);

iii)

There is a lack of clear analysed data to enable an understanding of the level of
drug taking within the prison, as well as trends over time (para 8.22);

iv)

A stronger focus needs to be put on sequencing so as to ensure that the right
prisoners get to the right activities at the right time (para 8.25);

v)

The prison has not had a full regime management plan in place since November,
nor does it report daily on what regime is being provided (para 9.37);

vi)

There is no reporting on how well complaints are dealt with in terms of either
timescale or quality (9.8);

vii)

The personal officer scheme has so far been ineffective but we look forward to
this being improved as staff levels increase (11.12);

viii)

Whilst we recognise that mental health provision is procured through a national
contract, we would welcome a review of priorities in relation to the attendance of
mental health professionals at both ACCT and GOOD reviews, an audit of prisoner
satisfaction with the service and more effective partnership working across the
prison (12.11 – 12.14);

ix)

More needs to be done to make education courses more attractive and to
increase the level of attendance (para 13.5);

x)

The Board would hope to see much more effective and inclusive work-based
skills training in the coming year (para 14.3); and

xi)

The Board would appreciate reporting that shows how effective the prison is in
preparing prisoners for resettlement (15.3).

Improvements
i)

The Board recognises the contribution made by the senior management team,
particularly the returning Governor and her Deputy Governor, in starting to
address the fundamental issues beleaguering the prison, crucially tackling the
issues of staff morale and the on-going loss of officers (para 7.4);

ii)

There have been successful recruitment drives and (at the end of June 2017)
there were enough staff to run a full regime for 250 prisoners (paras 8.38-8.39);

iii)

The introduction of body-worn cameras has been a significant success (para 8.6);

iv)

The Strategy for the Reduction and Prevention of Substance Misuse is a strong
document and is very much welcomed (para 8.26);

v)

The conversion of E-wing to a first-night centre is a positive development (para
8.29);

vi)

The Board welcomes the support that has been given to the gym staff to extend
their opening hours (para 14.3);

vii)

The Board congratulates the work done by the faith staff within the prison which
has made counsellors in the final stages of their training available for prisoners at
no additional cost (para 13.13);
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viii)

The Board commends the work done by the officers and Governors in the
Segregation Unit for providing decent, fair and humane care in a difficult
environment, often with challenging prisoners (10.1)

ix)

The introduction of prisoner forums has been a positive move that provides a
welcome opportunity for improved communication between prisoners and
officers (para 11.11);

x)

The Board commends the introduction of a CSCS course to provide prisoners
with a construction safety accreditation (13.7); and

xi)

The Board commends the library staff for creating such an attractive and
welcoming service in the new location (para 13.10).

3 DESCRIPTION OF THE PRISON
Accommodation and facilities
3.1 HMP Bedford is a Category B Prison with an Operational Capacity of 508, (310 being the
Certified Normal Accommodation. A busy ‘local’ (now Resettlement) prison, HMP
Bedford takes both sentenced and remanded prisoners, mainly from courts in
Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire.
3.2 Wings A, B and C radiate from a central hub and were largely built in the 1850s:
▪

A wing holds up to 146 prisoners (all in double cells built for one man, with the
exception of 39 cells furnished as single cells for high risk prisoners and one
larger three-man cell);

▪

B wing holds up to 77 prisoners (double cells and one four-man cell). Floors B2
– B4 are above ground, whilst B1 is the Support and Separation Unit (SSU) with
six furnished and two unfurnished cells, a separate exercise yard, shower and
adjudication room;

▪

C Wing has 105 places. Above ground, C2 and C3 consists predominantly of
two-man cells, but including also two four-man cells, one of which may be used
for vulnerable prisoners when the vulnerable prisoners (VP) unit in F wing is
full. Listeners have a dedicated cell on C2. C4 remains as a normal location.
Underground, C1 accommodates the library, three over-flow cells for the SSU
and another five two-man cells.

▪

E wing, with 41 beds, is the first night centre where new prisoners are located.

3.3 The following facilities are accommodated in separate buildings on the congested site,
within a perimeter wall that is somewhat compromised by the proximity of commercial
and residential buildings on the outside:
▪

F wing was built in the 1800s and houses a 30-place Vulnerable Prisoner Unit;

▪

D wing was built in 1992 and houses a 98-prisoner Drug Treatment wing;

▪

The Healthcare Centre, built in 1992, houses an Inpatient Unit on the first floor
comprising nine cells, a four-bedded dormitory, a gated cell, a safer cell and an
anti-ligature cell. Consulting rooms, treatment rooms and a pharmacy are on
the ground floor;

▪

The gatehouse, built in 1992, houses some offices, a Visits Hall and the
Reception suite; and

▪

In addition the facilities include a large multi-faith room and chaplaincy offices,
gymnasium, education suite, laundry, kitchens, teaching workshops,
maintenance area and an administration suite.
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Prisoners and length of stay
3.4 As a local prison, HMP Bedford services the courts of Luton, Stevenage and St Albans
(although Stevenage was dropped after November 2016). On occasion, prisoners are also
brought from London courts. What this means is that HMP Bedford predominantly
accommodates short stay prisoners, either because their sentence is short or they are
moved on to a more appropriate facility. Typically, around 80 per cent of prisoners stay
for less than six months. This impacts on the opportunities to carry out effective
interventions.
3.5 It is also worth noting that around a third of prisoners are on remand and subject to a
slightly different set of rules (for example, they do not have to attend education or
workshops).
3.6 The short length of stay means that there is a high turnover – when the prison is
operating at full capacity (508) the throughput of prisoners in a typical year is 5,500 –
6,000.
4 THE RIOT AND THE REPORT
4.1 On 6th November 2016 there was what the prison service calls ‘concerted indiscipline’
but what is more generally known as a riot. The result was that two wings were closed
and half the prisoners were moved out.
4.2 This report, from July 2016 to June 2017, can therefore be seen as a report on two
prisons – one with a capacity of 508 prior to the riot and with the accommodation as
described in section 3.1, and one with a capacity of 251 without A or B wings in
operation (after the riot).
4.3 The main focus of this report is about how things are towards the end of the reporting
period and how they have developed over the preceding months. Section C, therefore, is
a story of a 251 capacity prison. However, the Board feels that it is important also to
cover the period from July and to describe, albeit relatively briefly, the conditions, causes
and aftermath.

July to November 2016: Sections 6-8
5 CONTEXT
5.1 At the time of writing its 2016 report the Board was very concerned about underlying
conditions and levels of resources – our overall assessment was ‘HMP Bedford is not
performing adequately in the key areas of safety for prisoners and staff, respectful
treatment of prisoners, purposeful activity and resettlement’.
5.2 Unfortunately, conditions continued to deteriorate, with the problems most acute on the
largest wing, A-wing. There were chronic shortages of basic items like toiletries, cleaning
products, clothing, bedding, furniture and TVs. At one stage prisoners in A-wing had to
wait four weeks for letters to be sent home because of a shortage of envelopes. Officers
were inundated with demands from prisoners, cell bells were going off continually and
were taking perhaps 40 minutes or more to be responded to, if at all.
5.3 It is fair to say that the prison organisation simply became overwhelmed. The
haemorrhaging of staff led to increased stress on those that remained and this resulted
in increased levels of sickness. The prison could not provide a consistent or fair regime –
that is, allowing prisoners out for association, exercise or getting them to work and
education. Drug treatment programmes, for example, were available but often could not
be accessed. At times prisoners were locked up for 23 hours in a day.
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5.4 Whilst the issue of staffing levels was more deeply rooted and difficult to address
quickly, the inability to supply, on a consistent basis, basic requirements, such as toilet
paper and cleaning materials, was simply shameful.
5.5 The Board became so concerned about the situation that on 24th August it wrote to the
Prisons Minister, Sam Gyimah, regarding the dire situation at Bedford recommending his
urgent attention. A response was written on 27th October acknowledging the Board’s
concerns but outlining no actions specific to Bedford Prison.
6 THE RIOT OF 6TH NOVEMBER 2016
6.1 In the week prior to the riot, the number of officers available for work fell to half the
number required to run a full regime, 55 compared to 110. This number increased to 65
officers in the week of the riot. A very limited regime was introduced with a focus on
unlocking prisoners for activities, while most prisoners remained locked in their cells.
However, there were not enough staff to sustain even this extremely limited regime. In
the days prior to the riot prisoners were locked up for most of the day and became
increasingly angry and frustrated.
6.2 This anger boiled over when prisoners were unlocked for a curtailed period of
association on Sunday afternoon. Prisoners were apparently wielding improvised
weapons and knives, fires were started and some prisoners went onto the netting.
Following instructions, officers withdrew. A, B and C wings came under the control of
prisoners although prisoners on C wing did not participate in the rioting and apparently
barricaded the wing to prevent other prisoners from entering. Gangs of prisoners gained
access to the segregation unit and intimidated vulnerable prisoners held in C1. A few
prisoners reportedly donned helmets and padding acquired from storage lockers. No
officers were injured. One prisoner was assaulted while another prisoner experienced
breathing difficulties. The security infrastructure separating A, B and C wings was
inadequate and allowed prisoners to gain access to the central office areas which were
ransacked.
6.3 Order was restored around six hours after the riot began by 126 officers trained as part
of the National Tactical Response Group, 112 officers coming from other prisons. 227
prisoners were decanted to prisons around the country during the night and on the
following days. Property that was listed on prisoners’ property cards was assembled and
taken around the country in the following days. There were concerns that locks may
have been compromised so prisoners initially transferred without their property. Efforts
were made to log and store unlisted property. Prisoners were compensated for the loss
of the week’s canteen spending. Other compensation claims are being addressed on an
individual basis.
6.4 The IMB was informed almost two hours after the riot started. We attended the site
through the Sunday night and for most of the next few days. Our impression was that
once the rioting was under control prison staff and response teams managed events
effectively and efficiently. By the time prisoners were removed from their cells they were
generally fairly quiet and the transfer to the waiting vans was carried out with respect
and without the unreasonable use of force.
7 THE AFTERMATH
7.1 The damage was extensive. A and B wings were totally trashed with broken furniture,
fittings and doors. The segregation unit was severely attacked and most of the prisoner
records stored there destroyed. It was a sad picture of devastation. Poignantly, the
library, a facility prisoners valued, remained untouched whilst the area around it was
pulled to bits.
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7.2 In A wing neatly hand written notes were stuck to walls saying, for example ‘this was
caused by 23 hour lock-up; peace’ and ‘we need to be treated like human beings’. The
message was clear.
7.3 Following prisoner transfer, A and B wings and the SSU were closed; the prison operated
at half of its previous operational capacity and has remained like that until end of the
reporting period of June 2017 (some repopulation started in July 2017). Initial repair
and refurbishment was focused on the SSU and that reopened within a few weeks.
Additional security measures were installed and B-wing became usable in March. At the
time of writing A-wing is still not in a usable state.
7.4 There is no doubt that the prison was a very difficult place in the weeks following the
riot – there were not enough staff to run even a half-full prison and officers were
demoralised. In this context the Board would like to recognise the contribution made by
the senior management team, particularly the returning Governor Mary Bemment and
the Deputy Governor Tim Coates, in starting to address the fundamental issues
beleaguering the prison. Crucially, this included tackling the issues of staff morale and
the on-going loss of officers. Whilst the Board still has concerns over a number of aspects
of the prison, it is clear that there is significant improvement from the situation 12
months ago.

Evidence sections 9 – 15 (November 2016 – June 2017)
8 SAFETY
Safer custody
8.1 In terms of the ‘Safer Custody’ agenda, like most other prisons in England, this has been
a difficult year for HMP Bedford – throughout the 12 months of 2016 assaults on staff at
the prison were more than double the national rates and prisoner-on-prisoner violence
was up by 50 per cent.
8.2 In the period 1st January 2016 to 31st December 2016, there were 219 violent incidents
(prisoner-on-prisoner 145; prisoner-on-staff 74) and 332 self-harm incidents. Self-harm
incidents were slightly lower, but deaths in custody not attributable to natural causes
were more than 7 times the national average (see Table 1).
Table 1 – Safer custody statistics for HMP Bedford compared with national figures
Jan 16 – Dec 16
HMP Bedford figures
(rates per 100 prisoners)

Year ending Mar 2017
National totals (rates
per 100 prisoners)

Assaults on staff

74 (17.8)

6525 (8.0)

Prisoner-on-prisoner violent
incidents

145 (34.8)

18,459 (22.7)

Self-harm

332 (31.7)

32,504 (39.9)

4 (0.96)

103 (0.13)

Deaths in custody (excluding
natural causes)

8.3 These figures accord with our impressions as IMB visitors. The prison was very tense in
the period leading up to the disturbance on November 6th 2016. Both prisoners and staff
repeatedly told us that they thought the prison was going to ‘blow’ and most attributed
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the increasing tension to reduced staffing levels, restricted regimes and the increased
availability of drugs, particularly ‘spice’. All this was reflected in the prevalence of
violent and self-harm incidents.
8.4 Since November 6th the situation has improved significantly. Violence and self-harm
seem to have reduced and the prison feels a much less tense and calmer place. Officer
numbers have increased relative to the decreased capacity, regimes have improved and
recruitment is up.
8.5 Violent incidents are monitored in the Safer Custody meetings. The amount of
information available regarding these incidents is good and the analysis in the meetings
is excellent. Variations in the data are noted and attempts are made to get under the
figures to identify trends. The most important factors underlying these incidents are
drugs, debt and boredom (not necessarily in that order).
8.6 The introduction of body-worn cameras has been a significant success. Despite
predictable technical glitches, we believe that they offer considerable reassurance to
both staff and prisoners that incidents will no longer rely on verbal reports and memory.
They are a very welcome innovation.
8.7 There is no doubt that bullying (prisoner-on-prisoner) continues to occur. It is often
associated with the trade in drugs and appears to be more related to specific intakes of
prisoners rather than endemic to the prison. A number of prisoners have requested to
remain in segregation until their release, or transfer, in order to avoid bullying issues on
the main wings. The prison has not been able to convince them of its ability to maintain
their safety. This suggests that it still has some way to go to provide a safe custodial
environment.
8.8 We have seen evidence that gang cultures create tensions and can lead to violence. On
occasions a number of gang members are sentenced together, which provides challenges
when members of opposing gangs are already in the prison. Two wings being closed has
exacerbated the problem, as the options for separation are more limited.
Reception
8.9 The prison has invested in improving the reception area through redecorating and
making it less intimidating – the Board welcomes this. However some of the processes
are unwieldy and rudimentary – for example the property management system is cardbase and if a property card is taken from the filing cabinet there is no way of knowing
where it is until it is put back. The computer systems, which would be a standard tool in
most organisations, are not available.
8.10 Prisoners’ property is incredibly important to inmates - it represents a link to home
and different times; it provides individuality in a number-based hegemony. Yet the
prison system as a whole seems woefully inadequate in recognising its importance and
putting effective systems in place. This is particularly relevant for a prison like Bedford
where many prisoners are in transit. From our own work, we are aware of several
occasions where prisoners are chasing property from two or more prisons ago.
8.11 The following is an extract from one of our rota reports, which encapsulates a fairly
typical situation: ‘I went to see about a prisoner's issue re property that had not
transferred with him from Littlehey. Yes, they had his property card and yes they had the
bags associated with the card. One might have thought that the next action would be to get
the property to the prisoner. But no! The prisoner has to complete an app to the wing which
will, at some time, be sent to reception. Only when they receive it and when they have time
will the prisoner be taken to be reunited with his property.’
8.12 Having said that, it also needs to be noted that there have been a number of examples
where staff have been very helpful and tried to overcome issues. It is a mixed picture.
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The ACCT process
8.13 The main mechanism that is intended to reduce acts of self-harm and suicide is the
application of the ‘Assessment Care in Custody and Treatment’ (ACCT) procedure. Whilst
the prison has tried to improve its approach to the management of ACCTs, and has been
more diligent in following the process, we believe that its effectiveness is fundamentally
limited. An ACCT is often seen as the ‘answer’ when actually it is simply a process. The
outcome should be for individuals to feel less disturbed and in a more peaceful frame of
mind. As currently practiced we do not believe that it achieves this successfully.
8.14 This also needs to be seen in the context of the national picture. A recent report by the
Howard League for Penal Reform and the Centre for Mental Health on ‘Preventing Prison
Suicide’ noted that less than half of the prisoners who committed suicide in prison in
2015 were actually on an open ACCT. The report concludes that ‘prisoner/staff
relationships are the key to managing suicide risk in prison’.
8.15 The operation of the ACCT has been discussed repeatedly in the ‘Safer Custody’
meetings (attended by IMB representatives) and a number of issues have been noted.
One of the central problems is that it is not clear how many open ACCTs one should
‘expect’ in a prison like HMP Bedford – a high number would generally been seen as a
bad thing but it might actually be a positive reflection of the work by officers in
recognising the issues of prisoners and making an appropriate intervention. A lower
number could suggest the opposite.
8.16 The actual number has varied over time, but has generally been between 10 -15 since
November. A national survey conducted by the Office of National Statistics in 1997 which
found that 12 per cent of male prisoners on remand had thought about suicide in the
week prior to the interview and 2 per cent had actually attempted it. In that context the
number of ACCTs opened at Bedford is about what would be expected.
8.17 However, there are well-documented problems regarding its implementation. A recent
audit of ACCTs at Bedford undertaken by HM Prison and Probation Service in June 2017
reported that significant numbers of staff in regular contact with prisoners had not
received ACCT training. ACCT case reviews were often not multidisciplinary and ACCT
documents contained unclear instructions. Action plans were incomplete and postclosure reviews were not completed on time. A significant number of ACCT documents
also did not state clearly the required levels of interaction, or include completed
CAREMAPS. The final Audit conclusion was of ‘Limited’ compliance, that is, ‘significant
weaknesses in the framework of governance, risk management and control’. This is
consistent with our impressions.
ACCT survey
8.18 The IMB undertook its own survey, from a prisoner perspective, particularly focussing
on the extent to which prisoners felt involved in the process and whether it built on their
experiences of what worked in reducing risk (individual ‘coping strategies’). We
interviewed 20 prisoners who were either currently on the ACCT, or had been recently,
and the results are shown in Appendix 1.
8.19 This small survey suggests that the majority of prisoners placed on an ACCT find it
helpful, although a significant minority do not. The content of CAREMAPS is limited and
is usually restricted to simply observing the prisoner at fixed intervals. CAREMAPS could
be usefully supplemented by asking specific questions about times and places when
prisoners feel at most risk and also about their own views of effective coping strategies.
Most prisoners do not find observation on its own helpful and would welcome more
involvement in deciding how frequently observations take place.
8.20 There was also considerable variability in how well the ACCT interviews were
completed – some officers were very good at it and some were not. However, there were
sufficient officers identified by prisoners who were very good at delivering the ACCT and
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who could demonstrate this good practice in suitable training events (ideally with some
input from particular prisoners). In our view, officers need to be shown what good
practice actually looks like before they can be expected to change their behaviour.
8.21 Our conclusion is that there is a lot of activity associated with the ACCT process, but it
still often feels to prisoners like a ‘paper exercise’ led by the prison, rather than a
procedure determined by their needs and designed for them. If it is to be effective it must
be based on prisoners’ feeling that officers know them well and are primarily concerned
about their welfare.
Drug use
8.22 Drug availability and usage remains a significant problem in the jail, but there are signs
recently that this is starting to be better controlled. There is a clear lack of analysed data
that would enable an understanding of the level of drug taking in the prison, as well as
the trends. As is common across most prisons, there are significant issues with the ‘new
psychoactive substances’ (NPS), the best known of which is called ‘spice’.
8.23 We do know that the random mandatory drugs tests (MDT) have had a 21 per cent
positive result rate against a nationally set target for HMP Bedford of 9.8 per cent.
However, this excludes NPS, the test for which was only in use from January. From
January 2017 – March 2017, between 33 per cent and 44 per cent of the tests were
positive, or the prisoner refused the tests. This would suggest that at times getting on for
half the prisoners are using illegal drugs. From our observations this would not be a
surprise.
8.24 The main route for drug entry is throw-overs, but it also comes in through visits,
prisoners abusing the licence recall system and (occasionally) workers at the prison. The
temporary closure of C-wing, with its wall-side cells, for refurbishment led to a
noticeable reduction in the amount of drugs in the prison. The IMB has been told that a
bid has been in for some time to replace the windows so as to make them access proof.
This seems such an obvious capital investment, which could have an impact for years to
come, that we find it hard to imagine why it has not already happened. The drug-debtviolence triangle has perhaps the biggest single impact of any factor on the safety of both
prisoners and staff.
8.25 The treatment of drug addiction by the SORTT (Supporting Offenders in Recovery and
Treatment Team) has a good level of success, particularly in terms of reducing heroin
usage. However the SORTT suffers from challenges in attendance – for example, in May it
held 22 groups where 123 prisoners were invited but only 72 attended. The main reason
why prisoners do not attend is clashes with other activities, such as showers, phone calls,
work and visits (although until April there were often simply not enough staff to take
prisoners to activities). Whilst this is undoubtedly a difficult area, the prison needs to put
a strong focus on sequencing, so as to reduce clashes and put a priority on what is
important.
8.26 The prison produced a Strategy for the Reduction and Prevention of Substance Misuse,
which is a strong document and very much welcomed. It is a key building block in the
delivery of improvements but, of course, it has to be implemented in order to make an
effective impact.
Deaths in custody
8.27 No matter how good procedures are for suicide assessment and prevention,
unfortunately it is the case that some prisoners will commit suicide. As shown in Table 1,
in HMP Bedford for the year under study there were four deaths in custody, which was
significantly higher than the national rates (although this figure should be interpreted
with some caution because the total number is small and can therefore be distorted by a
single incident). Both the Police and the Probation Ombudsman (PPO) investigated these
deaths. Their reports contain a number of specific recommendations which relate to the
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individual cases described (for example, problems with interpreters and complications
due to drug abuse) but they also have some common recommendations which apply
across all the cases. These include:
▪

Reception staff should examine and record all relevant information about newly
arrived prisoners in line with PSI 74/2011. This includes the ‘Person Escort
Records’ (PER) and suicide/self-harm warning forms. They should ensure that
this information is shared and there is a clear audit trail.

▪

The Governor, together with the Head of Healthcare, should ensure that prison
staff manage prisoners at risk of suicide or self-harm in line with national
guidance and that the ACCT procedure is followed correctly.

▪

The Head of Healthcare should ensure that all healthcare staff have access to
adequate and regular ACCT training. This must include documenting the
reasons for not opening an ACCT.

▪

The Head of Healthcare should review the mental health assessment process to
ensure that accurate, timely assessments of need take place when there are
indications that a prisoner is asking for support. Prisoners identified as at risk
of suicide and self-harm should have a full mental health assessment.

8.28 These recommendations accord with our impressions concerning deficiencies in the
implementation of the ACCT (paras 8.17 – 8.21) and in working relationships between
prison staff and healthcare staff, particularly mental health (see 12.5).
First night arrangements
8.29 In July 2016 E-wing was converted to be a first-night centre. We support the
introduction of this specialist facility, which is a transitional environment that is
particularly valuable for first-time inmates.
8.30 However, there have been problems. The failure (due to wing closures) to be able to
transfer prisoners to other locations has resulted in prisoners being kept on E wing for
too long and then not wanting to move on. The Board will monitor the impact on E wing
as other wings reopen.
Visits
8.31 Visits have been going well with the reduced number of prisoners and there are rarely
any issues. The Visits Hall has been refurbished with carpet and new tables; however
during the very hot weather the air-conditioning was not working.
8.32 Searching procedures are being reviewed to try and combat a source of drugs entering
the prison. The coffee bar has recently trained baristas, giving men a qualification that
can be used when they leave prison.
8.33 There appears to be some overlap in the provision of parenting courses and
duplication of effort. Ormiston Trust has been unable to deliver any courses in this
reporting year due to difficulties of getting prisoners to the right place. The slack has
been taken up by the Education Department and SORTT.
8.34 Due to a combination of circumstances dogs have been less in evidence during the
reporting year, which has lead to more substances and phones getting in to the prison
and fewer cell searches. Visitors became aware that they were no dogs in the Visits
Hall. Regional cover has not been consistent. The remaining dog handler was being
managed in a different way to try and improve the situation. There are now two handlers
and it is to be hoped that the situation will improve.
Regime
8.35 In the language of the prison service the term ‘regime’ is used to describe the day to
day arrangements for prisoners – it includes: time out of cell, times of association and
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exercise; access to the gym, education, work, library and other facilities; time for showers
and in general the management of days to enable the right prisoners to go the right place
at the right time.
8.36 A consistent and full regime is important for everybody. The reduction of the regime
(for example, in cells up to 23 hours, limited association time, lack of gym access)
together with its inconsistency (for example, changes to times of meals and times of
activities without prior warning) was one of the key factors in the cause of the riot.
8.37 The prison has not had a full regime management plan in place since November, nor
does it report daily what regime is being provided (from green, through amber to red).
These are failings that need to be addressed.
Staffing levels
8.38 In this report we concentrate on the outcomes for prisoners rather than the inputs.
Staffing levels are inputs – one outcome is the level of regime being provided, but staffing
numbers alone are not the sole determinant of quality. Some organisations can deliver
more from the same resources through better organisation and motivation. Having said
that, there comes a point where you cannot escape the numbers game. As had been
stated earlier, at one point before the riot only 55 staff were available when 110 were
needed. A half-full prison requires 87 staff. So, even after November the prison was
struggling to provide a full regime and other services.
8.39 The leadership of the returning governor made a big difference to motivation and
together with HMP Bedford being made a ‘red’ site (which provides additional staff
benefits) we have seen a number of successful recruitment drives. However, it does take
a long time to get new, trained, officers into post and it was not until May 2017 that there
were enough officers (87) to run properly the prison with 250 inmates.
9 EQUALITY AND FAIRNESS
Diversity and equality within the prison
9.1 Disabled prisoners report good treatment by officers. One prisoner has finally been
allowed to have his electric wheelchair. It is unlikely that disabled prisoners are
receiving regular showers due to the showers being located above ground level. Further
investigation is needed into the differences in treatment of prisoners according to their
ethnicity. It still seems that Enhanced prisoners are predominantly white.
9.2 Prison information is available in multiple languages and dictionaries for different
languages are available in the library. The language line service seems to be under-used.
It only seems to get used for reviews and not regular interactions. Officers need a
straight-forward, secure system for daily translation of multiple languages.
9.3 The prison is not able to provide the facility for segregated prisoners to attend
communal worship. Whilst the chaplaincy team will support individual in-cell worship it
lacks the essential element of coming together. Arguably, the inability for segregated
prisoners to worship with others is the denial of a basic right.
9.4 Adjudications reasonably reflect the ethnic make-up of the prison. For example in
January and February there were 229 adjudications of which 64 per cent were white
British, compared with 58 per cent for the prison population as a whole.
9.5 The prison has an Equalities Action Team that set out a plan for different events and
focus for each month of the year. However the team has not met for nearly three months
and the equalities agenda appears to have lost most of its impetus.
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Complaints
9.6 The number of complaints made by prisoners to the prison is shown in the graph below:
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9.7 Three points emerge clearly from the analysis:
▪

there was a spike of complaints in the months before the riot;

▪

following the riot, and the reduction by half of the number of prisoners, the
numbers of complaints remained very similar (with the exception of October) to
those before the riot and was therefore effectively a doubling of complaints per
prisoner; and

▪

there has been a clear reducing trend since March.

9.8 Prisoners often tell us that very often it takes a long time before they got a response to a
complaint. Although the system is well managed the prison does not report on the
number of complaints that are answered in the target timescale and, whilst it is recorded
for each complaint, it was not able to provide the IMB with this information. This lack of
reporting is surprising. We hope that it is not indicative of the prison seeing meeting the
timescale as unimportant.
Board membership
9.9 The IMB has benefited during the year from a diverse membership in terms of gender,
age, nationality and race. Although the membership changed over the 12 months, there
have been eight woman and six men as members. Of these, five were under 40 years old
and three were non-white-British.
9.10 Unfortunately, we have lost a lot of members during the year and while we started
with 14, by the end of June this had gone down to seven (and five by the end of August).
We had two, relatively successful, recruitment rounds with six new members being
recommended to the Minister of Justice for appointment. However the process is pitifully
slow - in one case it took nine months between interview and appointment. This does not
help in trying to sustain a voluntary organisation.
10 SEGREGATION/CARE AND SEPARATION UNIT
Operation
10.1 The Supervision and Segregation Unit (SSU) has been a particular focus for IMB
reporting over the last year. We have attended the Unit most weeks and checked on
conditions using a structured questionnaire adapted from one developed by the IMB in
HMP Norwich. This demonstrates that despite the deplorable physical environment in
the SSU (noted in previous IMB reports), most prisoners view conditions as generally
decent and humane with satisfactory access to basic amenities. This is a tribute to the
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hard work of staff who deal firmly but sympathetically with some of the most challenging
individuals in the jail.
10.2 However, there have still been repeated problems with missing property, often where
cell searches prior to transfer were not properly done. There were also several instances
of prisoners not being able to attend religious services (usually because of poor
paperwork or stipulations regarding the number of officers needing to be present for
unlock).
10.3 As part of our attendance at the SSU, we have observed almost 100 GOOD (Good Order
or Discipline) or OI (Own Interest) reviews over the year. In general, it is our impression
that GOOD and OI reviews are well conducted. They are clearly and sensitively handled
by the Chairs, time is taken to ensure that the prisoner understands the process and
what they need to do to exit the SSU as quickly as possible. Often this is a matter of
waiting for another prison to accept a transfer (which can be difficult). Not surprisingly,
prisoners are often impatient about the slowness of these processes and the other
restrictions of SSU, but these disagreements are usually well handled. Prisoners are
treated fairly and with respect and their collaboration is routinely sought. The GOOD/OI
reviews thus have a very different atmosphere from adjudications, which are in essence
trials for prison offences.
10.4 A small point which could improve the efficiency and continuity of reviews is a
modification to the paperwork such that agreed actions, individual accountabilities and
timescales, are clearly brought together in a summary at the end (or beginning) so that
they can be easily picked up in subsequent reviews
10.5 Overall, despite the conditions and challenges, we believe that the SSU functions well.
Physical conditions
10.6 Following the riot the segregation unit was refurbished – new doors and resin
furniture were supplied. In addition a way has been found to provide more durable
observation panels (using Perspex with access holes for hoses on case of fire). Previously
there were made of glass and regularly broken, leaving dangerous jagged edges.
10.7 Whilst the refurbishment is a positive improvement, the SSU remains liable to flooding
and its underground location means it is essentially an unpleasant and unedifying area.
Having said that, it is worth noting that prisoners rarely complain about the physical
conditions in the SSU (the lack of a television and the inability to smoke are the
commonest gripes).
11 ACCOMMODATION (including communication)
General conditions
11.1 Conditions in a Victorian prison will always be challenging in spite of the best
endeavours of management and staff. Ironically (as a result of the riot) the prison has
had the opportunity to address some ongoing problems and the wings have been
refurbished, deep cleaned and repainted. One prisoner in particular should be
commended for his skilled work as a painter and decorator, which has enhanced a rather
dreary environment. New furniture has been installed and extra entertainment provided
in the way of pool tables and air hockey.
11.2 The upgrade to the heating and windows has apparently been deferred, not cancelled,
due to population pressures. The recent hot weather has made some areas of the prison
particularly uncomfortable. Other areas are very cold in winter where the heating system
is inadequate.
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11.3 There has been an impact with the larger numbers of older prisoners, some of whom
need more specialised accommodation and assistance. The single disabled cell is
inadequate for these special needs.
11.4 A smoke free environment has been created in F wing after a programme of
preparation and support for prisoners wishing to stop smoking. The remainder of the
prison is due to go smoke-free by 31st January 2018.
11.5 Pigeons are a particular problem in Bedford where rubbish, including food waste,
attracts these birds. Cockroaches are also in regular evidence.
11.6 We applaud the jet-spray initiative introduced by the previous governor – it has
certainly made a difference to the outside areas. However it needs to be kept on top of;
already a number of areas are getting unacceptably dirty again.
11.7 At the beginning of the reporting period there were shortages of basic equipment such
as towels, pillows, kettles and blankets. This has improved but there are still shortages of
kit such as boxer shorts and T-shirts when 'dirty' kit has to be destroyed.
Laundry
11.8 Laundry continues to be done on site. The Laundry Manager provides an excellent
scheme for the workers leading to a qualification. The physical environment is not good
and in the recent hot weather the air conditioning unit was out of action. The IMB has
received comments that some of the wing-based washing machines are less than
efficient.
Food
11.9 The kitchen continues to serve wholesome and plentiful meals in spite of the low
budget and restrictions on purchase and supply. Special and religious diets are generally
well catered for. The main meal continues to be served at 11.45 and the breakfast pack
delivered at the same time. A questionnaire asking whether the main meal should be
later in the day was not conclusive. The kitchen manager takes part in discussions about
healthy eating on the wings as part of the progress towards smoke free areas.
Application, property and phones
11.10 Application paperwork has been reviewed but there are regular complaints to the IMB
about the length of time taken to answer these apps.
11.11 The introduction of Prisoner Forums has been a very positive move that provides a
welcome opportunity for improved communication. Two representatives of each wing
are present plus representatives of departments throughout the prison. Prisoners have
an opportunity to raise issues. Actions are minuted and reported back at the following
meeting. The process needs some improvement and refinement so that prisoners can see
that their concerns are being treated seriously and acted upon.
11.12 The personal officer scheme has not been implemented in any meaningful way because
of the high turnover of both prisoners and staff. A new key worker scheme is to be
introduced as well as peer mentors to help new prisoners access all the services. We very
much welcome these developments and are disappointed that a personal officer/key
worker scheme has been so slow to implement due to factors beyond the control of local
managers. We see such developments as key to addressing some of the fundamental
problems of establishing and then building on positive relationships between staff and
prisoners.
11.13 The Board welcomes the recent influx of new prison officers (POELTS), as well as those
on detached duty, but it is clear that the lack of experienced staff makes it difficult to
ensure good practice on a day to day basis especially, as the prison returns to capacity
after a very unsettled period.
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11.14 Typically, many of the phones on most wings are not working and anyway there are
not enough. It is unsurprising that so many phones are smuggled in. Prisoners report
delays in getting their phone numbers put on, when they arrive, of up to two weeks. The
AstroTurf is not used for sport, as there are insufficient officers to facilitate it. Younger
prisoners want more physical activity. The processing of applications from prisoners is
being reviewed. An administrator has been assigned to main wings, a role that was
removed by benchmarking.
12 HEALTHCARE (including mental health)
Healthcare
12.1 Our observations of the healthcare wing have been mostly positive. It is generally quiet
and well ordered with a relaxed atmosphere. Education is provided in a separate area
and the patients get to exercise outside, although we have had feedback that is not often
enough. The wing is non-smoking.
12.2 There have been cases where prisoners have missed an appointment either because
there were not informed of it or there were not enough officers to provide an escort.
However, with the increase in staffing levels and improvements in communication, this
area has got much better.
12.3 We are unable to comment on the clinical or medical effectiveness, but have no reason
to question it. It is not unusual for staff to be involved in difficult and upsetting situations
– the Board recognises their commitment.
12.4 Whilst the physical health of prisoners is relatively well managed, it is the in the areas
of mental health and personality disorder that we have concerns. This is detailed in the
next section.
Mental Health (MH)
12.5 The mental health team does not have a good reputation within the prison. Many
officers see it as unresponsive and not visible enough in ACCT and GOOD reviews.
Prisoners often complain of long delays in seeing mental health professionals and poor
communication subsequently. The performance of the mental health team was also
strongly criticised in the PPO reports on deaths in custody (para 8.27) which focused
mainly on deficiencies in the implementation of the ACCT, lack of ‘timely and accurate’
assessments of mental health needs (particularly for prisoners identified as at high risk
of suicide) and generally poor communication between healthcare staff and prison staff.
12.6 Whilst we believe that many of these criticisms might have been valid at the time they
were made, the situation (and the staff) has now changed significantly. Thus, a new team
leader was appointed in March of this year (2017), two of the other members of staff also
started this year and all five of the clinical staff, with the exception of the two one session
per week psychiatrists, have been in post for less than 12 months. We are satisfied that
the new team leader is aware of the historic problems and is determined to put things
right. We therefore look forward to this poor reputation changing in the future.
12.7 In general, the team is reasonably well-staffed (four full-time + sessional staff)
compared with teams in similar establishments. There is also access to a clinical
psychologist (approximately 1.5 days per week) and to other clinical specialists within
the mental health Trust. There is a good range of skills within the team, including a
strong interest in the treatment and management of prisoners with a diagnosis of
personality disorder. We very much welcome this.
12.8 The central dilemma for mental health teams working in prisons is that the demand for
their input always far exceeds the resources that they have to deliver it. This makes the
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aim of the Department of Health to provide mental health services in prison that are
‘equivalent’ to those outside a largely unrealistic aspiration.
12.9 In fact, teams have to choose how to prioritise their scarce resources in order to meet
an almost bottomless need. If explicit decisions are not made regarding prioritisation,
then unplanned crises, internal pressures and personal interests, rather than clinical
need, will determine the workload of the team. We believe there are some indications
this has happened in HMP Bedford. In particular, we believe that insufficient priority has
been given to attendance at ACCT and GOOD reviews.
12.10 Regarding ACCT reviews, we recognise that there are often problems in fitting these in
due to the unpredictable nature of the prison regime, nevertheless we think it should be
possible, with a bit more organization and some flexibility on both sides, to find a way
that more reviews could be attended. We think that this would be a good (and
necessary) use of the team’s precious time.
12.11 Similarly, the team manager estimated that they attend less than 25 per cent of the
GOOD reviews for segregated prisoners. This is not enough. Given the prominence of
mental health issues among prisoners subject to SSU and GOOD reviews, we think that
they should be given a greater priority.
12.12 In addition, there is no information system established that would enable specific audit
of the outcomes of new referrals from Reception, their degree of urgency, or the time
taken to respond. We hope that the addition of new administration staff in the MH team
will remedy this deficiency.
12.13 There is also no check on the quality of assessments in Reception, which are currently
undertaken entirely by general healthcare staff. The mental health team is not formally
involved in the process of Induction on E Wing. Given the known vulnerability of
prisoners to serious self-harm incidents early in their sentence, we believe that it is
important that the MH team are more directly involved in these arrangements.
12.14 Regarding the lack of communication reported by some prisoners, we have little ‘hard’
evidence to confirm or disconfirm these impressions. We therefore suggest some kind of
audit of prisoner satisfaction is undertaken, perhaps of a relatively small, random
sample, of ongoing cases. This should explicitly include a sub-sample of cases where
further contact has been terminated.
12.15 One way to address the problem of high demand/low resources (which is commonly
used by mental health teams in other prisons) is through the greater use of group, as
opposed to individual, interventions. We are therefore pleased to note that the first set
of group sessions run by the mental health team is just about to start and we hope that
this can be built upon in the future. In particular, we would welcome an increased ‘voice’
for prisoners in the determination of the content of these groups and also, possibly, in coleading some of them.
12.16 In addition, it is easy to forget that prisoners themselves may be an extremely useful
source of expertise when it comes to ideas about how to cope with some of the most
common problems of prison life (for example, sleep difficulties, coping with thoughts of
self-harm and resisting drug use). Group sessions on these kinds of topics are used in
many other prisons with considerable success. Despite the high turnover in HMP
Bedford, we believe that there are still enough prisoners who stay reasonable lengths of
time to make it a viable proposition here.
12.17 The gap between supply and demand for psychological support might also be
addressed by establishing more effective working partnerships between the mental
health team and the range of agencies, both within and outside the prison that are
already concerned with mental health issues. This would include the chaplaincy staff,
Listeners, Samaritans, Education and the ‘Reducing Reoffending’ team. These kinds of
partnership initiatives could be a critical element in expanding the available resources
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able to offer mental health support and better integrating it into the overall work of the
prison.
12.18 Our observations are that this type of partnership working is very limited. It needs to
be built upon to identify the unique strengths and possibilities of each resource, increase
efficiency and (perhaps) bring in new resources (for example, the excellent initiative by
the chaplain, in collaboration with Safer Custody, to enlist trainee final year diploma
students from the Counselling Foundation in St. Albans free of charge).
12.19 Finally, it almost goes without saying that the most important (and numerically the
largest) resource within the prison to deal with mental health issues are the officers
themselves. We have seen many good examples of officers interacting with prisoners in
ways that are clear, honest, sympathetic and empathic. These kinds of interactions
encourage the formation of the positive relationships that are at the bedrock of a wellrun prison. The mental health team has a clear willingness to add to the existing
knowledge of officers who are interested in improving their skills in this area through
training and development sessions on Wings and in specialised areas (for example E
Wing, SSU). This would build very well on the excellent work already done on staff
training using the ‘5 Minute Intervention’ (FMI) and could contribute significantly to
prisoners’ perceptions of a ‘quality’ environment.
13 EDUCATION AND OTHER ACTIVITIES
Courses, teaching and attendance
13.1 The need for education is very clear. Nearly half of prisoners are only at the reading
level necessary for tabloid newspapers. Around 20 per cent have mathematics and
English at early secondary school level. It is not uncommon to meet prisoners who,
despite being articulate, are not able to read or write. To provide skills in these areas
would give prisoners confidence and help, in some way, for them to leave prison better
than when they came in.
13.2 The feedback from prisoners is that the quality of teaching is good and the courses
interesting – the problem is that just not enough prisoners go to education. The average
number of prisoners in education on any one day is 37 – just 15 per cent of current
population of 250. This probably even overstates the position as some prisoners attend
more than one course.
13.3 There has also been a problem of attendance against registration – on average only
around half of those who register an interest in a course actually attend. The prison does
not have a clear understanding of why that is or how to overcome it. In addition there
have been difficulties in the prison in being able to escort prisoners to the main
education area. This was particularly bad in March and April – during those months 88
education sessions were planned of which 50 had to be cancelled because the prisoners
were not taken there.
13.4 We do recognise that this has improved in the last two months, as staffing levels have
increased, with only two sessions cancelled. F-wing has its own education room located
within wing. Attendance was much higher here, partly because of the ease of access but
also because of a very engaging teaching style.
13.5 We recognise there are challenges in a prison where the average length of stay is
between 28 – 35 days, which makes it difficult to run an effective course of any
substance. Nonetheless, more needs to be done to make courses attractive to prisoners
and to run courses that interest them. There is little in the way of vocational courses that
might change the view of prisoners, many of whom have had bad experiences of the
teaching environment at school. It is ironic that the SORTT offers a cartoon-drawing
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course and a creative writing for those with drug problems but it is not available for
other prisoners through mainstream education.
13.6 In addition little is made of the opportunity for prisoner to prisoner teaching. This has
been successfully deployed in other establishments and we believe that this is an area
that could bring considerable benefits.
13.7 As part of its reducing reoffending agenda the prison carried out a needs analysis
amongst prisoners. Although participation was relatively low (55 responses) the results
were useful. One of the findings was that 60 per cent of prisoners were employed before
coming into prison and that 35 per cent of those had jobs in construction (the biggest
single area). The education team is now delivering a course to achieve a CSCS card
(required for safety reasons to enter construction sites). We commend this very positive
response.
In-cell education
13.8 The education team normally carries out in-cell education for prisoners who are not
able to get to the department, for example because they are wheel-chair bound or are in
the healthcare wing. Normally around 20 per cent of education is delivered that way. But
this year at times it has been 80 per cent, because of the prison’s inability to escort
prisoners to the education section.
Library
13.9 During this reporting year the library has moved from its long-term location adjacent
to the Education Department via a temporary room on the wings to C1 (formerly the
Induction suite). All credit should be given to the library staff for the work involved in
this double move and for creating such an attractive and welcoming service in the new
location which also allows scope for creative writing groups, involvement in the Reading
Ahead scheme, reading groups, Story Book Dads and other initiatives.
13.10 The Board's one concern is that the new location is some distance from the Education
area and therefore visits to the library can no longer be part of regular provision. In
other ways it is more accessible to the wings although prisoners must still be escorted.
The Board will be monitoring visitor numbers over the next year and it is hoped that the
increase in staff will encourage and expand the use of this excellent but underused
facility.
Chaplaincy
13.11 We recognise how important the chaplaincy team is to the running of the prison. Not
only do they attend to spiritual and religious needs, they are also a uniquely respected
and trusted group. They give advice and guidance and are often the only source of
comfort for troubled souls.
13.12 In addition, the chaplaincy team plays a strong role in supporting the equalities
agenda, particularly in faith-based matters. The fact that the lead clergy is an Imam sets
a hugely positive example. We warmly congratulate the team for their role in
contributing to a positive atmosphere in both religious and secular matters.
Gym
13.13 The gymnasium continues to be a very popular facility. We see quite a different
atmosphere here to the rest of the prison – there is a respectful and grown-up
relationship between officers and prisoners and this is much to be welcomed. Opening
hours have been extended and the facility is now available at weekends.
13.14 The staff are keen and willing to make the gym as widely available as possible and we
would very much support them in this. In many ways staff-prisoner interactions within
the gym provide a model for good relationships that might be aimed for throughout the
prison.
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14 WORK, VOCATIONAL TRAINING and EMPLOYMENT
14.1 This has not been a strong area for the last 12 months. One of the major suppliers of
purposeful activity, Burners International (who make engineering components),
withdrew from the prison in January. There is a very good facility for providing training
and certification in commercial cleaning but this was not operational between
September 2016 and May 2017, apparently because of problems with the alarm bells.
This really was a dreadful waste and we cannot help but feel it should have been
resolved earlier. The painting and decorating workshop was moved to the former
location of the library but mostly was not in operation.
14.2 However there are some high spots in this generally poor picture:
▪

barista training is provided in the cafe that is part of the visits area;

▪

the laundry provides training and qualifications; and

▪

the kitchen provides the opportunity to obtain food safety certification.

14.3 The Board would hope to see much more effective and inclusive skills training in the
coming year.
15 RESETTLEMENT PREPARATION
15.1 The prison works through a number of providers that support prisoners back into the
community, including:
▪

SOVA: through the gate mentoring services;

▪

Bold Moves: a range of rehabilitation programmes;

▪

Langley House Trust: housing;

▪

NACRO: support in housing, finance, benefits and debt;

▪

St Giles Trust: supporting ex-offenders after prison;

▪

AIM awards: qualifications in skills such as food preparation and customer
service;

▪

Shannon Trust: enabling prisoners to teach non-reading inmates;

▪

New Bridge Befriending service: supporting prisoners in their plans for release;

▪

SSAFA: support for former armed service members;

▪

SORTT: drug rehabilitation services; and

▪

People Plus: education and training.

15.2 Many of these services are provided through an overarching contract with Sodexo. St
Giles Trust is contracted to Sodexo and uses the BCST (basic custody screening tool) to
develop a resettlement plan and then make referrals to the appropriate organisations.
15.3 Through its Reducing Reoffending Strategy the prison has regular meetings involving
all the suppliers. While this seems an effective approach, and they appear to be the right
partners with the right skills, there is precious little in terms of evaluation of
effectiveness. We understand that the contract with Sodexo does not require any
outcome data to be provided – this makes it difficult to provide an informed comment.
15.4 What we know is that 80 per cent of prisoners get released into accommodation.
Whilst that figure appears reasonably it good, it also means that a significant number of
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prisoners come out with nowhere to go and nowhere to sleep for the night. We are
struck again by the limited interest that the prison is required to take in what happens to
inmates after they leave. Despite the change in name, we believe that Her Majesty’s
Prison and Probation Service therefore still has a long way to go in putting into place
even the basic building blocks necessary to integrate the work of prisons and the
Probation service to achieve the avowed aims of changing prisoners into responsible
citizens.

Section – Work of Board

BOARD STATISTICS
Recommended Complement of Board Members

12

Number of Board members at the start of the reporting period

14

Number of Board members at the end of the reporting period

7

Total number of visits to the Establishment

383

Total number of segregation reviews attended

102
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E Section - Applications
Subject

Current
reporting
year

Previous
reporting
year

A

Accommodation
including laundry, clothing, ablutions

4

10

B

Discipline including adjudications, IEP, sanctions

2

3

C

Equality

3

2

D

Purposeful Activity including education, work,
training, library, regime, time out of cell

2

10

E1

Letters, visits, phones, public protection restrictions

9

14

E2

Finance including pay, private monies, spends

5

7

F

Food and kitchens

1

3

G

Health including physical, mental, social care

36

56

H1

Property within this establishment

17

20

H2

Property during transfer or in another
establishment or location

26

23

H3

Canteen, facility list, catalogue(s)

3

3

I

Sentence management including HDC, ROTL, parole,
release dates, re-categorisation

18

13

J

Staff/prisoner concerns including bullying

15

15

K

Transfers

23

19

Miscellaneous

10

17

Total number of IMB applications

174

215

Code
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F Section – Appendices
Appendix no 1: ACCTs survey results
They indicate that:
■ Nearly all prisoners were aware of being on the ACCT and were clear about its
purpose;
■ About half were aware of the contents of the CAREMAP, but about half were only
partially aware or completely unaware;
■ Just over half (58 per cent) reported having actually seen their ACCT plan;
■ Only 42 per cent felt they had been genuinely listened to and involved in the
production of their CAREMAP, 37 per cent felt only partially involved, and 21per cent
felt not involved at all;
■ 59 per cent reported that there were particular times or places when their feelings of
self-harm were strongest with alone and/or at night in the cell as being the worst
times;
■ The majority of prisoners could identify personal coping strategies which they had
found helpful in the past in reducing the severity of thoughts of self-harm with most
‘keeping busy’ or ‘talking to someone’;
■ In only a quarter of cases (25 per cent) were these coping strategies included in the
CAREMAP;
■ Interestingly, only a minority of prisoners (30 per cent) felt that frequent
observation was generally helpful - most (67 per cent) felt that it could be helpful
sometimes, but several complained that if it was done clumsily at night, it could be
disruptive;
■ The majority of prisoners (63 per cent) did not feel they had been able to influence
the frequency of observations and that this was something that was ‘done to’ them,
rather than something where they were in control; and
■ In general, 58 per cent of those surveyed felt that the ACCT was ‘Very helpful’ or
‘Quite helpful’, 21 per cent felt it was ‘Neither helpful nor unhelpful’ and 21per cent felt
it was ‘Quite unhelpful’ or ‘Very unhelpful’.
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